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EPS Wall Mould 

 

Ningbo PinSheng Machinery Co.,Ltd who are 

professional moulds suppliers, we are providing: 

EPP mould: auto parts (bumpers, sun visors, tool 

boxes, seat cushions, foot pads and other major 

components), solar packaging, child seats, toy 

airplanes, mattresses. Pinsheng® EPS mould: all 

kinds of ordinary packaging parts, various special 

structural parts in air conditioners, refrigerators, 

with plastic parts / iron parts / blister sheet / barb 

core pull / net pattern / skin pattern / floating bal,EPS Wall Mould etc. PU Mould: car seat, 

armrest, sun visor, mattress, etc. Please don’t hesitate to contact with us if you are 

searching for Mould suppliers.We will be your best partner! 

 

 

Product Description 

Our solutions are broadly acknowledged and dependable by users and may meet 

consistently developing economic and social requires for Fast Delivery Cheap Price EPS 

Wall Mould, We welcome clients, business enterprise associations and mates from all 

pieces from the earth to make contact with us and request cooperation for mutual 

advantages. 

 

Fast Delivery Cheap Price EPS Wall Mould, By continuous innovation, we will supply you 

with more valuable merchandise and services, and also make a contribution for the 

development of the automobile industry at home and abroad. Both domestic and foreign 

merchants are strongly welcomed to join us to grow together. 

 

Pinsheng® EPS Wall Mould is common in construction industry for insulation purpose. 

Our EPS wall Mould has the advantages of high precision, corrosion resistance, easy 

demoulding, etc. 

  

Model:EPSM04     

Brand: PinSheng 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Various 

application 

Our EPS Wall Mould is applicable for different size and design, we could 

design as per your demand. 

High 

precision 

Long 

lasting 

  

We adopt all good material, our EPS Wall Mould is with high precision, 

anti-corrosion, long service life. 

  

High Our EPS Wall Mould with fast demoulding speed, short molding time, which 
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productivity can reduce steam consumption, not only save time, more important is to save 

your cost. 

  

Product Feature And Application 

Pinsheng® EPS Wall Mould could produce all kinds of products mainly for construction 

usage. 

 

 

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 
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FAQ 

1.Where is your factory located? 

We have 2 production plant, one plant locates in Hangzhou which professionally 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU machine. Another factory locates in Jiangsu Provide which 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU mould. Both two factories are pretty close to the Shanghai port 

for easiest transportation. 

 

2.Do you have detailed and professional installation manual? 

We will provide very detailed installation manuals and videos, and the service until you 

are satisfied 

 

3.Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

We are manufacturer. 

 

4.Q:How long is your delivery time of EPS Wall Mould? 

Normally delivery time is 30~45 days. 

 

5.Q:How many years have your company made this kind of equipment? 

More than 10 years. 

 

6.Q:Can I only buy some spare parts of EPS Wall Mould from you? 

Yes, we also provide all kinds of spare parts that relatives to our machine. 

 

7.How do you pack the equipment? 

We will strengthen and protect the equipment to ensure that they will not be damaged 

during transportation. 

 

8.Q:Can you send your staff to install the equipment EPS Wall Mould for us? 

Under normal conditions, it is possible. Now it is an epidemic situation. We will try our best 
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to assist in case wecannot send technician in time. We will also conduct 

video connections with guests to teach them to install them in place. 

 

9.Q:Can you can design the equipment according to our size? 

Yes, it is acceptable 

 

10.Q:How many production lines in your factory? 

We have total 10 production line. 
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